
SAM MISTELE • Software Developer
Wheat Ridge | Colorado | scmistele@gmail.com | 262.853.0440 | Linkedin | Github

SUMMARY
Front End Software Engineer with extensive experience in the Automotive industry. Combining patience,
attention to detail, and empathy to create dynamic user experiences.

SKILLS
Technologies/Tools: Git | Github | Github Projects | Figma | Miro | Excalidraw | NPM | Heroku
Concepts: OOP | RESTful API | CRUD | TDD | End to End Testing
Languages/Frameworks: JavaScript | React | Typescript | HTML5 | CSS3 | SASS

SOFTWARE PROJECTS
Tribe | group project | Repo | Deployed Link | 8 person team | 60 hours
● Implemented agile workflow process and git rebasing for clean and organized sprints.
● Worked with a back-end team to build an interest focused friendship app that uses websocket for live chat.
● Developed user personas to anticipate diverse user needs.
Tech Stack: React | Ruby on Rails | Websocket | CSS3 | HTML5 | RSpec | Cypress | React-Router

Rancid Tomatillos | pair project | Repo | Deployed Link | 2  person Team | 60 hours
● Responsive web application that acts as a movie database iterating over an API of  movies and their information.
● Utilized multiple API endpoints to provide data for each individual movie, as well as all movies.
● Built using React-Router to allow for dynamic client side routing.

Tech Stack: React | Cypress | React-Router | CSS3 | HTML5 | Local API

Red Rover | solo project | Repo | Deployed Link | 60 hours
● Web application built with NASA mars rovers API to display selected rover images from a user selected date.
● Utilized advanced hooks and PropTypes to manage and organize application state.
● Thoroughly tested user flows and HTTP request lifecycles with Cypress.

Tech Stack: React | Cypress | React-Router | CSS3 | HTML5 | Public API

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Collision Technician
Sonic Automotive, Denver, CO Feb 2020 – Dec 2020
Hall Automotive, Waukesha, WI Oct 2012 – Nov 2019
● Strong team collaboration environment focused on troubleshooting damages to develop a repair plan.
● Devised a spot repair plan for the dealership that increased revenue and decreased outsourcing.
● Provided an exceptional user experience through a quality repair service.

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPER TRAINING
Turing School of  Software and Design,  Remote,Denver, CO June- 2022

● Accredited Frontend Software Engineering Certificate
● 7 month project oriented immersive bootcamp
● Mentored developers on technical concepts and professional development
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